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We present a measurement of the forward-backward charge asymmetry m hadromc decays of the Z ° using data col- 
lected with the OPAL detector at LEP The forward-backward charge asymmetry was measured using a weight function 
method which gave the number of forward events on a statistical basis In a data sample of 448 942 hadromc Z° decays, we 
have observed a charge asymmetry OfAh = 0 040+0 004 (stat)+0 06 (syst)+0 02 (B°B°mlx), taking into account 
the effect ofB°B 0 m~xmg In the framework of the standard model, th~s asymmetry corresponds toan effective weak m~x- 
mg angle averaged over five quark flavours of sin 20w = 0 2321 -4- 0 0017 (stat) + 0 0027 (syst) ± 0 0009 (B°B°mlx) 
The result agrees with the value obtained from the Z ° hne shape and lepton pair forward-backward asymmetry 
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1. Introduction 
The forward-backward charge asymmetry of 
fermlon pairs from Z ° decays 1s sensitive to the 
fermlon couplings to the Z ° The measurement of 
charged lepton pair asymmetry [1] has been well 
estabhshed and provides a good test of the standard 
model Here, as a complementary measurement to the 
lepton sector, the measurement of the quark charge 
asymmetry, summed over the five quark flavours, is 
presented 
The standard model predicts that the differential 
cross section for quark pair (qq) production in e + e-  
annihilation at the Born level is 
do'q ~2 
dn - 4s [Cg ( 1 + cos 2 0q ) + C q cos 0q ], 
where 
C q = e 2 _ 8eqg~gqReO~) 
+ 16 [(g~r)2 + (g~)2] [(gvq)2 + (gAq)Z] IZI2, 
e q e q 2 Cl q = 16 [ -eqg~,gqRe(z)  + 8gvgvgAgAIZI ] 
and 
GFM~ s 
X = 8zrav~ s - Me 2 + 1MzFz 
In the above equations, 0q is the angle between the 
directions of the incoming electron and the outgo- 
lng quark #l , eq is the quark charge, g~ and gv q are 
the vector, and g~ and gq are the axial vector cou- 
pling constants of the electron and quark to the Z °, 
respectively The quark couplings for each flavour q 
are given by 
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#1 Throughout this analysis, all polar angles are measured 
with respect to the incoming electron dlrectmn 
gq = I__~ _ 2]eq] sm2Ow(q), 
2 
I q 
= 
where I~ is the third component of the weak lSOSpm 
of the quark and sin 20w IS its effective weak mixing 
angle, which can be expressed as 
sm2Ow(q) -- (1 - M2w'~ Re[tcq(M72)], 
iz ] 
with the form factor xq(M 2) described in ref [2] 
This form factor is also dependent on the top quark 
mass, the H~ggs mass and the mass of the given quark, 
and is shghtly different for each quark flavour 
The forward-backward charge asymmetry for each 
quark flavour is defined as 
Aq - fcos0q>0 (daq/da)  dn  - fcos0q<0 (d(zq/an)  dn  
f (d~/dn)dn  
= 3c /8cg, 
and the fraction of hadromc decays into that flavour 
ls f .  = G 
For the total hadromc harge asymmetry, we define 
the production polar angle Oh to be between the direc- 
tion of the incoming electron and that of the outgo- 
Ing parton with negattve charge The hadronic asym- 
metry is then 
Ah = J~Ad - f~Au + fsA~ - f cAc+ j~Ab 
Note that the negative signs arise for the positively 
charged quarks because of our definition of the asym- 
metry 
As mentioned, the effective weak mixing angle is 
slightly different for each quark flavour We will inter- 
pret our results in terms of the average ffective weak 
mixing angle over the five available quark flavours 
for a value of the top quark mass which gives a set of 
sin 20w values that reproduces our measured hadronlc 
asymmetry 
The determination of the direction and charge of 
the underlying partons from the final state particles 
is the largest experimental challenge of this analysis 
It will be shown that its dependence on the Monte 
Carlo modelling is controllable 
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Several experiments at PEP, PETRA and TRIS- 
TAN have reported their measurements of the lncluo 
sIve hadronxc asymmetry [3] While these lower en- 
ergy experiments essentially measure the axial cou- 
plings of the quarks to the Z °, the asymmetry at the 
Z ° resonance IS sensitive to the vector coupling, and 
therefore to the effective weak mixing angles 
The ALEPH and DELPHI collaborations have re- 
cently pubhshed results on the measurement of the 
charge asymmetry in hadronxc Z° decays [4] 
2. The OPAL detector and event selection 
The OPAL detector has been described in detail 
elsewhere [5] It is a multipurpose detector covering 
almost the entire solid angle around the interaction 
point Its main components are a system of central 
tracking chambers inside a magnetic field of 0 435 T, 
an electromagnetic calorimeter, a hadron calorimeter 
and an outer layer of muon chambers 
For this analysis the central tracking chambers and 
the electromagnetic calorimeter were used The cen- 
tral tracking system provides up to 183 space points 
per track and close to 100% tracking efficiency for 
charged tracks in the polar angle range defned by 
I cos 0l < 0 92 High energy tracks are measured with 
a momentum resolution a(p)/p2~l 5x 10  -3  GeV -1 
The electromagnetic calorimeter consists of a cyhn- 
drlcal array of 9440 lead glass blocks in the barrel re- 
gion (Icos01 <0 82) and 2264 lead glass blocks in 
the two end cap regions (0 81 < Icos01 < 0 98) It 
has a typical energy resolution of AE/E.~ 3% for E~ 
45 GeV 
Monte Carlo studies were performed using a de- 
tailed simulation of the OPAL detector [6], which 
modelled detector geometry and material as well as 
resolution and efficiency The events were generated 
using the Lund parton shower model, as implemented 
in the JETSET [7] Monte Carlo package 
The data used in this analysis correspond to an inte- 
grated luminosity of 21 1 pb -1, collected in 1990 and 
1991 The selection of hadronic Z ° decays was based 
on energy clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter 
and charged track multiplicity as described in ref [ 1 ] 
The sample consists of 448 942 hadronic Z ° decays 
For this analysis, the track definition was tightened 
by demanding at least 40 measured space points, and 
the following additional criteria were required to be 
satisfied 
(1) The sphericity, S, was calculated using charged 
tracks only Only events with S < 0 12 were selected 
This cut suppressed events with hard gluon radiation 
and selected events where the sphericity axis closely 
approximated the original quark direction, however, 
it was loose enough that the fraction ofbb events was 
not significantly reduced, compared to lighter quarks 
(11) The polar angle of the sphericity axis, 0sph, was 
required to be in the range Icos 0sph[ < 0 8, SO that the 
event was contained well in the detector acceptance 
(111) The event was divided by the plane perpendic- 
ular to the sphericity axis At least three tracks were 
required in each hemisphere 
(iv) Any event with at least one track with momen- 
tum greater than the beam energy was removed Such 
tracks were caused by reconstruction problems and 
could bias the jet charge determination 
After applying the additional selection criteria de- 
scribed above, the resulting data sample contained 
258 869 events 
3 Method of charge assignment 
The charge of the quark is reflected to some extent 
by the charges of the leading particles in the resulting 
jet Rather than determining the jet charge on an event 
by event basis, we have chosen a statistical method 
to determine the asymmetry We have adopted the 
weight function method described in ref [8], which 
was previously used in the analysis of the JADE Col- 
laboration [3] This method allows an efficient use 
of the data and results in a high statistical sensitivity 
The group of tracks contained in each sphericity 
hemisphere was regarded as a "jet", and the sphericity 
axis was taken as the jet direction To determine the 
jet charge, we chose the following variable to describe 
each track 
z = q \E----~eam ] ' 
where q and Pll are the track charge and momentum 
component parallel to the sphericity axis, respectively, 
and Ebeam lS the beam energy We chose the value tc = 
1 for this analysis As a cross-check, the value x = 0 
was used, this will be discussed below 
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In each jet o f  the event, we selected the three 
charged tracks =2 which had the largest IPlI] m that jet 
They were ordered such that ]p!l) /> ipl(12~l >1 [pl(13)l 
II ' 0 )  
and z, was calculated for each 1911 In fig 1, the 
distributions o f  Zl, z2 and z3 in the data are com- 
pared with the Monte Carlo data w~th full detector 
s~mulat~on F~g 2 shows the distr ibutions of  Zl, z2 
#2 The hmltatlon to the leading three particles per jet is 
a compromise between the charge mformauon used m 
each event and the Monte Carlo statxsttcs needed to 
construct the weight functxon, as described below 
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Fig 1 Distribution of z 1, z 2, and z 3 The cross points rep- 
resent the data and the hne histogram the Monte Carlo pre- 
diction with full detector simulation Note that the hori- 
zontal scale in each figure ~s different 
and z 3 for jets which originated from the posltxve 
quarks in the Monte Carlo events There is a clear 
asymmetry in each d~strlbutxon In addmon,  there 
exist correlations among these z, variables 
We created the weight function by using z~, z2 and 
z3 dlstnbut~ons for the Monte Carlo events m the 
fol lowing way We designated the jet in the forward 
hemisphere as the forward jet and that m the op- 
posite hemisphere as the backward jet The distribu- 
tions of  the z, variables for the forward jet (z~, l = 
1 ,2 ,3 )  and the backward jet (z,B,t = 1 ,2 ,3 )  were 
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Fig 2 Distribution of z l,z2, and z 3 for the positive partons 
m Monte Carlo events The binning used to form the weight 
functmn is indicated by dashed hnes 
obtained for Monte Carlo events in which the nega- 
ttve parton travelled in the forward irection (forward 
events) We termed this six-dimensional distribution 
fF([Z] F, [Z]B), where [z] denotes (zl,z2, z3) The 
same distribution for events in which the negative 
parton travelled in the backward direction (backward 
events) was also obtained and termed fa ( [ z ] V, [ z ] a ) 
Obtaining an accurate six-dimensional distribution 
requires an extremely large number of Monte Carlo 
events The task is slmphfied if we assume that frag- 
mentation of one jet is independent from that of 
the opposite jet We can then decompose the six- 
dimensional distribution into two three-dimensional 
distributions as 
fF([ZlF,[Z] B) =f- ( [z l  F) f+([z]B) ,  
fB([z]F,[z] a) =f+([Z]  F) f--([z]B), 
where f_ (f+) is the probablhty that the combination 
[z ], describing the three leading particles in a partic- 
ular hemisphere, was produced by a negatively (pos- 
itively) charged parton This decomposition greatly 
reduces the number of Monte Carlo events required 
The resulting distributions are then used to form 
the weight function 
W([zlF,[z] B) 
fv([zlV,[z] s) 
fF([zlF,[z] B) +fB([zlF,[z] B) 
f--([Z] v) f+([Z] B) 
f - ( [ z l  F) f+([zlB)+f+([zl F) f - ( [ z l  a) 
(1) 
The weight function defined above represents the 
probability that the negative parton travelled in the 
forward direction 
It is important to note that the choice of different 
weight functions can lead to different sensitivities to 
the measured quantity, but does not bias the result 
A simple simulation program, which smeared the 
particle momenta given by the event generator with 
the measured etector esolutions, was used to pro- 
duce a sample of 10 6 Monte Carlo events and to cal- 
culate the weight function With each z, distribution 
divided into six bins, the functions, f+ and f_, were 
represented asthree-dimensional histograms The bin 
sizes were chosen so that the number of entries in 
each bin was approximately equal The binning is in- 
dicated in fig 2 The weight function was then formed 
according to eq (1) and smoothing was applied to 
reduce the statistical f uctuations 
A sample of N real events consists of NF forward 
events and NB backward events The weighted number 
of events is given by 
N 
N W=ZW,=NF WF+NB WB, (2) 
I 
where W is the average of the weight for all the events 
and WE and WB are the average weights for the for- 
ward and backward events, respectively Since N = 
NF + NB holds, we can get the number of forward 
events as 
NF = N __W-WB__ (3) 
WF-  WB 
The remaining NB = N - NF events were the back- 
ward events 
We have divided the real and Monte Carlo event 
samples into I COS0sphl bins of width 0 2 For each 
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Table 1 
Average weaghts of each quark for forward 
events an each I cos Osphl bm 
and backward 
m m 
I COS 0sphl WF WB 
d-quark 00-02  05627+00029 04368+00028 
02-04  058064-00027 041914-00026 
04-06  057914-00026 042154-00023 
0 6-0 8 0 5762 4- 0 0024 0 4226 4- 0 0021 
u-quark 0 0-0 2 0 6093 4- 0 0032 0 3978 4- 0 0033 
02-04  062134-00029 037444-00031 
04-06  06294+00026 037324-00028 
06-08  062814-00024 037564-00026 
s-quark 0 0-0 2 0 5830 4- 0 0030 0 4148 4- 0 0033 
0 2-0 4 0 6010 4- 0 0028 0 3982 4- 0 0026 
0 4-0 6 0 6036 4- 0 0026 0 3996 4- 0 0023 
0 6-0 8 0 6020 4- 0 0024 0 3987 4- 0 0021 
c-quark 00-02  05414+00032 04661+00031 
02-04  055034-00030 045684-00031 
04-06  054614-00027 045514-00029 
06-08  05451+00024 045434-00027 
b-quark 0 0-0 2 0 5932 4- 0 0030 0 4084 4- 0 0029 
02-04  061944-00027 037434-00025 
04-06  061964-00025 03798+00023 
06-08  062274-00024 037914-00021 
0 04 
0 02 
oo~ 
004 
(~3 002  
o 
0 06 
0 04 
002  
0 
o2 o4 06 o8 o2 04 o6 oa 
Wel< ht  
Fag 3 The Monte Carlo distributions of the weights for 
each quark The solid hnes show the forward events and the 
dashed lines, the backward events The distributmn for all 
quarks as obtained by adding the weights of the five quark 
flavours to produce an average charge asymmetry on the 
parton level of 0 040 
m 
I COS0sph[  bin, the average weights, WF and WB, for 
the forward and backward events were calculated for 
the Monte Carlo events with full detector s imulat ion 
u~C u.~C 
l= l  t= l  
Here the summat ion is over all N~ ac forward 
events (N~ c backward events) which enter this 
[ cos 0sph] bin, and 144, = W ( [ z ] v, [ z ] a ) is the weight 
of  the ,th event The resulting average weights for 
each quark for each I COS0sph[ bin are listed in ta- 
ble 1 The number  of  forward events is determined 
for each [cos 0sphl bin, using WE and WB from the 
Monte Carlo calculation and N and W are measured 
from the data 
In the case of  the forward-backward charge asym- 
metry in hadronic events, the number  of  forward 
events and backward events occur randomly with a 
binomial  distr ibution In this case, the statistical er- 
ror on NF contains an addit ional term due to non- 
perfect separation of  the event classes by the weight 
function and is given by 
•/_•_ NF~F 2+ U:a  O'stat m - -  + (WF_WB)2  (4 )  
Here aF and aB are the standard deviat ions of  the 
weight distributions for the forward and backward 
Monte Carlo events, respectively (fig 3) In addition, 
there is an error due to the statistical precision of  WE 
and WB, which is l imited by the number of  Monte 
Carlo events This results in an error on NF of  
MC N 
~stat - -  - -  
(WF-  WB)  2 
x~/(w- wF) 2 ~ ~ U--~ + (W-  WB) 2 NU 
V 
(5) 
In fig 4a, the distr ibution of  the weights for data 
is compared with that for Monte Carlo events with 
a charge asymmetry at the parton level of  0 04 The 
enhancement in the weight at 0 5 is due to events in 
which both jets have the same charge combinat ion 
To further check the matching between the data and 
Monte Carlo events, we define 
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Fig 4 Comparison of data (closed circle) and Monte 
Carlo (histogram) events (a) shows the weights The en- 
hancement a 0 5 is due to events m which both jets have the 
same charge combination (b) shows QF QB and (c) shows 
the charge combinations of the selected tracks in each jet 
QF = 
QB = 
f-([z] F) --f+([Z] F) 
f_ ([z]~) + f+ ( [Z]F)' 
f- ([z] B) -- f+ ([Z]") 
f_ ([zp) + f+([zp) 
Fig 4b shows QF QB for data and Monte Carlo events 
The charge combination of selected tracks in each jet 
is shown in fig 4c All of these distributions show the 
sensitivity of the weights to the quark charge The im- 
pact of the differences between data and Monte Carlo 
on the result of the measurement w111 be discussed 
later 
In the standard model, different quark flavours are 
expected to have different asymmetries, all of which 
depend on sin 20w In particular, for our definition 
of the asymmetry, the u-type (u and c) and the d- 
type (d, s and b) quarks contribute to the total asym- 
metry with opposite sign This can potentially intro- 
duce a bias because different quark flavours fragment 
differently, producing different weight function dis- 
tributions and hence different values for WF and WB, 
as shown in table 1 Obtaining the correct average 
weight therefore depends on having the correct quark 
composition for the events with the true asymmetry 
for each quark Since both the quark composition and 
the asymmetry depend on sin 20w, the determination 
of the asymmetry is an lteratlve procedure This will 
be discussed in more detail shortly 
The events were generated for only one value of 
Sln 20W,  1 e one value of the total quark-antiquark 
charge asymmetry Different asymmetries were then 
simulated by adjusting the relative numbers of for- 
ward and backward events for each of the five quark 
flavours and by changing the corresponding flavour 
mixtures as predicted by the standard model, for var- 
ious values of sin 20w 
In order to obtain the charge asymmetry at the 
quark level, one must correct for the effect of B°B 5 
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mixing, whxch has the effect of reducing the observed 
asymmetry This effect was estimated by implement- 
ing B°B -6 mixing m the Monte Carlo event generator 
Note that the size of the correction is approximately 
proportional to the size of the B°B -6 asymmetry As- 
suming standard model behawour, the B°B 6 asym- 
metry ~s related to the effective weak mxxlng angle, 
which also gives the total charge asymmetry There- 
fore, the effect of B°B 6 mixing has been evaluated us- 
ing a Monte Carlo in which the asymmetry has been 
tuned to match the observed ata, i e 
A h = Ah ° + AABo~'~ml x , 
where Ah ° is the observed asymmetry in the data w~th- 
out correction for B°B -6 mixing AB is the measured 
charge asymmetry with a correction for B°~ mixing, 
expressed as  AAB0~m~x The B°B -6 mixing correction 
term is determined from the Monte Carlo by com- 
paring the asymmetry corrected and uncorrected for 
this effect, while adjusting the corrected Monte Carlo 
asymmetry tothe measured asymmetry The following 
experimentally measured mixing ratio was used [9] 
Z = 0145-4-0045 
Here, Z can be broken down into contrlbut~ons from 
B ° and B ° mesons as 
~--- fd ~d-~-fs ~s~ 
where Z, is the mixing ratio for B ° mesons and f, is the 
fraction of the primary b quark fragmenting into that 
meson To estimate the effect of the B°B -6 mixing, we 
used the above value for the total mixing and a value 
for Zd of 0 17 ± 0 04, as measured by the ARGUS 
and CLEO experiments [ 10] Assuming J~ = 0 375~- 
0 050 and fs = 0 150 + 0 050, we observed a shift xn 
the measured asymmetry of Monte Carlo events of 
AABo~--6rn~ x = 0 0044 ± 0 0015 for a charge asymmetry 
of 0 04 at parton level Here, the error was obtained 
by allowing the products (fd Zd) and (fs Zs) to vary 
to all combinations of extreme values allowed by the 
quoted numbers and accounting for uncertainties xn
the decay mode 
4 Measurement of the charge asymmetry 
Since the efficiency of event selection is dependent 
on [ cos 0sph[, and in order to relate the sphericity axis 
to the parton direction, an acceptance correction was 
made for each cos 0sph bin After applying the accep- 
tance correction, the angular distribution of the nega- 
tively charged quarks, cos Oh, was obtained The cor- 
rected number of events for the tth bin, N~ °rr, was 
calculated by 
~vgen 
Neorr • "t,MC Naccpl 
Nlaccp t 
,MC 
where  N accpl and A:accpt • ",,MC are the numbers of data and 
Monte Carlo events, respectively, which pass the se- 
gen lectton, and N I MC IS the number of generated events in 
which the parton is emitted in this bin Monte Carlo 
studies how that the acceptance does not depend on 
quark flavour 
The charge asymmetry is obtained by fitting the an- 
gular distribution to the function f (cos0h)  cx (1 + 
COS z Oh + sA° cos Oh), where the asymmetry A ° is the 
only free parameter As mentioned earlier, the aver- 
age weights are dependent on the asymmetry in the 
Monte Carlo, because of the different contributions 
of the various quark flavours The asymmetry within 
the Monte Carlo is adjusted such that the asymme- 
try measured from the Monte Carlo agrees with that 
observed m the data 
As a cross-check, the asymmetry was calculated by 
rumply counting the number of forward and backward 
events as 
K NF -- NB 
Ah = NF + NB + AAB°B6mlx ' 
where the geometric orrection factor K appears be- 
cause of the cut on ]cos 0sph] and is calculated to be 
1 135 
The relationships of the asymmetries Ah, A ° and 
AMC are indicated in fig 5a and the final fitted 
distribution is shown m fig 5b Only statistical er- 
rors (eq (4)) for each COS0h bin are indicated in 
the figure The result using the weight function with 
K -- 1 for all centre of mass energies is 
Ah = 0 040 + 0 004 
(z2/dof = 75/7)  ((x/s) = 913GeV) ,  
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Table 2 
Resulting charge asymmetry from the fit for each energy region in the case of x = 1 and 0 
19 November 1992 
v~[GeV]  r = 1 x = 0 
A h 4- t7 A z2 /d  o f Ah 4- tTA x2/d o f 
88 2-90 2 ((v~) =89 7) 0 034 :t: 0 012 17 6/7 
91 2 0 045 4- 0 004 4 3/7 
920-942 ((V/~)=92 7) 00154-0009 9 5/7 
all data ((~/~)=91 3) 0 040 + 0 004 7 5/7 
0 033 + 0 013 20 6/7 
0 0444- 0 005 5 1/7 
00154-0010 15 1/7 
0 040 4- 0 004 9 0/7 
005 I 
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E 
E 
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Fig 5 (a) The dependence of the observed charge asymme- 
try as a function of the charge asymmetry in the Monte Carlo 
events and (b) angular distribution of neganvely charged 
jets for the whole data sample In the top figure (a), the 
dependence of the measured asymmetry on the asymmetry 
which is assumed m the Monte Carlo as shown w,th and 
without the correction for B°B 6 mixing by the dashed and 
sohd hnes, respectxvely In the bottom figure (b), the solid 
hne_&s are the fit results wxthout correctxon for the effect of 
B°B ° mixing The dotted lines show the symmetric func- 
non, cx ( 1 + cos 2 0h) Only statistical errors for each cos Oh 
bin are mdlcated 
where this value includes the correct ion for B°B  6 mix- 
ing, as discussed in the prev ious section, and  the er- 
rors are statist ical only The results for the var ious en- 
ergy ranges are l isted in table 2 The poor  Z 2 of  the fit 
Table 3 
Resulting charge asymmetry by the simple counting method 
for each energy region m the case of ~c = 1 and 0 
x/s [GeV] A h -1- O" A 
K=I  t¢=O 
88 2-90 2 ((x/ J)=89 7) 
912 
92 0-94 2 ((-v/J)=92 7) 
all data (<v/~)=91 3) 
0059+0016 0059+0016 
0043+0005 0042+0005 
0019+0013 0019+0013 
00424-0005 00424-0005 
to the cos  O h dist r ibut ion of  the lowest energy point  is 
ascr ibed to a statist ical f luctuat ion near  cos Oh = 0 
It has little effect on the result o f  the fit, but  does re- 
sult in a d iscrepancy between the result obta ined f rom 
fitt ing and that  f rom simple count ing 
When the data at di f ferent energy points were com- 
bined,  the contr ibut ions  were weighted by the num-  
ber  of  selected events This  is just i f ied as  A h varies 
a lmost  l inearly with energy in the energy region mea- 
sured wi th in  the sensit iv ity of  this analysis 
The count ing method yields for all centre of  mass 
energies 
Ah = 0 042 • 0 005 ((x/~) = 91 3 GeV)  
For  the var ious energy ranges, we have also appl ied 
the s imple count ing method and the resulted asym- 
metr ies are l isted in table 3 They are all in reasonable 
agreement  with the above values for the fits Once 
again, a poor  Z 2 is obta ined for the lowest energy 
point,  due to the f luctuat ion ment ioned above 
As a check of  the weight funct ion method,  event  
samples with dif ferent charge asymmetr ies  at the 
par ton  level were created f rom JETSET Monte  Carlo 
events with full detector  s imulat ion and  were pro- 
cessed m the same way as the data A sample (430 127 
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events) with a parton asymmetry of 0 04 resulted 
in a measured asymmetry of 0 040 ± 0 004 with 
z2/d o f = 2 3/7, a sample with 0 08 asymmetry 
gave a measured asymmetry 0 079 ± 0 004 with 
z2/d o f = 2 1/7 By counting forward and back- 
ward events, asymmetry values for these two samples 
were 0 037 ± 0 005 and 0 077 ± 0 006, respectively, 
both in good agreement with the values from the fits 
As a second check of the weight function method, 
we have applied the same procedure to the data 
using only the charge information of the selected 
tracks (~ = O) instead of weighting by the longitu- 
dinal momentum In this case, the fit result for all 
centre of mass energies is 
Ah = 0040±0004 
(x2/d o f = 9 0/7) ((x/if) = 91 3 GeV) 
The simple counting method yields in this case 
(6) 
Ah = 0 042 ± 0 005 ((V~) = 91 3 GeV) 
The results of the fit and simple counting method for 
the various energy ranges are listed in table 2 and 
table 3 These results are almost identical to those 
obtained using tc = 1 but with a slight increase in the 
statistical errors 
5. Systematic errors 
The main systematic error on the determination f 
the forward-backward charge asymmetry arises from 
the estimate of the averages of the weights, WE and 
Wa, because this relies on the vahdity of the Monte 
Carlo simulation Systematic errors due to inadequa- 
cies of the event generator were investigated by re- 
peating the analysis for different values of the frag- 
mentation parameters In the JETSET Monte Carlo, 
the following parameters were varied ± 1 standard e- 
viation from the OPAL optlmlsed values [ 11 ] 
AQCO A value used in running as for parton show- 
ers, 
aq corresponding to the width in the gausslan trans- 
verse momentum distributions for primary hadrons, 
Q0 lnvariant mass cutoff parameter ofparton show- 
ers, 
a parameter of the Lund symmetric fragmentation 
function 
The simple simulation program discussed in sec- 
tion 3 was used for this study The systematic errors 
obtained are listed in table 4 In the case of x = 1 and 
x = 0 Other fragmentation parameter in the JET- 
SET Monte Carlo, ys and V/(V + S), were also ex- 
amined The parameter Ys, the relative probability of 
picking up s quarks from the vacuum in the fragmen- 
tation process, has been known to give a large effect 
on the jet charge determination The optlmlsed value 
and allowed range at LEP energies [12] were used 
to estimate the systematic error The resulting uncer- 
tainty in the asymmetry was found to be +0 0029 
The parameter V/(V + S) determining the vector 
over pseudoscalar p oduction rate in the fragmenta- 
tion, has been varied for u and d, s, and c and b 
quarks independently around the JETSET defaults, 
taking into account heoretical hmits The resulting 
changes in the asymmetry are listed in table 4 
We also checked the dependence on the fragmen- 
tation function for heavy quarks by comparing the 
Lund symmetric function [7] and the Peterson func- 
tion [ 13 ] The Peterson fragmentation function char- 
acterises the fragmentation for heavy quarks, c and b, 
with ec and eb = (mE/m~)ec For the systematic er- 
ror estimation, ec was varied from 0 04 to 0 10 [14] 
We obtain an error of 0 0009 
In order to further investigate he effects of the mod- 
eling of the fragmentation process, we compared the 
results obtained using a sample of 96 721 events gen- 
erated by the HERWIG Monte Carlo package [15] 
to calculate the average weights In this case, the dif- 
ference in the measured asymmetry was found to be 
neghglble 
All the errors related to the event generator are 
summarlsed in table 4 and the total systematic error 
arising from the event generator was estimated to be 
aA = 0 0036 
As can be seen in fig 1, there are discrepancies 
between the z, distributions for data and Monte Carlo 
The simplest way to adjust he JETSET fragmentation 
parameters to take into account hese distributions, 
in addition to the previous constraints, is a change in 
the parameter aq by approximately 2a Such a change 
can also account for the difference between data and 
Monte Carlo observed in fig 4b The shift in the 
measured asymmetry resulting from this change of 
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Table 4 
Systematic errors on the measured asymmetry from fragmentation modelling 
19 November 1992 
Parameter Nominal value Range aA 
K=I  to=0 
AQC D 0 29 
Qo 1 0 
trq 0 37 
a 018 
Ys 0 285 
[v / (v  + S)lu,a 0 50 
[v / (v  + S)ls 0 60 
[ v/( v + s) lc,b 0 75 
Peterson 0 06 
total 
0 28 - 0 31 0 0005 0 0004 
07 - 1 8 00011 00006 
0 32 - 0 40 0 0009 0 0006 
0 13 - 0 30 0 0010 0 0007 
0 220 - 0 320 0 0029 0 0030 
0 30 - 0 75 0 0007 0 0007 
0 50 - 0 75 0 0003 0 0003 
0 65 - 0 80 0 0004 0 0004 
0 04 - 0 10 0 0009 0 0012 
0 0036 0 0035 
aq is 0 002 We add this in quadrature to the list of 
uncertainties discussed above 
To study effects due to imperfections in the detec- 
tor simulation, the momentum resolution of the sim- 
ulated tracks has been changed up to two times the 
difference between the resolution for /t-pair events 
in the data and the simulation In addition the track 
finding efficiency in the simulation has been lowered 
by 5% The maximal shift in the observed asymme- 
try is 0 001 None of these changes can account for 
the discrepancies in the z, distributions displayed in 
fig 1 
The effects of the sphericity cut were also investi- 
gated by changing the cut values Since the sphericity 
cut affects the rate of events with hard photon/gluon 
emission, this checks whether the Monte Carlo events 
correctly describe these radiative effects The ob- 
served asymmetry changed by less than 0 002 when 
the sphericity cut was varied in the range of 0 10- 
0 14 The sphericity cut also changes the fraction of 
each quark flavour in the sample and therefore mod- 
ifies the asymmetry With our cut of S < 0 12, the 
bb fraction changes by only 0 002, and the effect on 
Ah was about 0 0002 We assign a systematic error 
of 0 002 due to the sphericity cut 
The sphericity axis cut, I cos0sphl < 0 8, can intro- 
duce a bias in the asymmetry measurement, because 
the sphericity axis is not exactly in the original par- 
ton direction, although the acceptance correction par- 
tially compensates for this To check this effect, using 
the Monte Carlo sample, the sphericity axis distribu- 
tion after the event selection and the acceptance cor- 
rectlon was compared with the original patton distri- 
bution With the I cos 0sphl < 0 8 cut, the sphericity 
axis distribution was in good agreement with that of 
partons This cut may also introduce an energy de- 
pendence of the photonlc corrections, since the ini- 
tial state radiation modifies the angular distribution 
It was estimated by the ZFITTER program [2], and, 
in the energy range measured, the effect was less than 
0 001 Thus, the effect of the sphericity axis cut was 
estimated to be 0 001 
The cross-talk between the neighbourlng bins in 
] COS 0sph] was found to be small because the bin size 
of at least 15 ° was large compared to the mismatch 
in COS0sph between the parton direction and the 
sphericity axis However, the cross-talk between the 
two bins at cos 0sph = 0 makes the determination 
of forward/backward jets shghtly ambiguous It is 
reflected in the errors of the average weights in those 
COS 0sph bins 
The error due to the lack of higher order QED cor- 
rections (1 e,  multiple photon emissions in the initial 
state) in the Monte Carlo generator was estimated by 
the ZFITTER program [2] This should be small be- 
cause the effect of the initial state radiation is small on 
the Z ° peak, and also because the energy dependence 
of the asymmetry is rather weak The contribution to 
the asymmetry was found to be much less than 0 001 
The weight function method is more sensitive to 
semi-leptonlc decays of heavy quarks than to their 
hadronic decay modes Therefore, the seml-leptonlc 
branching ratios for b and c quarks have been varied 
in opposite directions by 10%, resulting in a maximum 
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Table 5 
Systematic errors 
dr  A 
K=I  I c=0 
fragmentation 0 004 0 004 
shift in tTq to adjust 
z~ distributions 0 002 < 0 002 
detector effects 0 001 0 001 
sphericity cut 0 002 0 002 
I cOS0sphl < 0 8 cut 0 001 0 001 
initial state radiation < 0 001 < 0 001 
b, c semMeptomc decay 
branching ratio < 0 001 < 0 001 
Monte Carlo statistics 0 003 0 004 
total 0 006 0 007 
shift in the asymmetry of 0 0005 
Due to the limited number of available Monte 
Carlo events with full detector simulation, the aver- 
age weights fluctuate according to eq (5) The re- 
sultmg error on the asymmetry was estimated to be 
0 003 from 430 127 Monte Carlo events For x = 0, 
the error arising from the statistics of the number of 
Monte Carlo events was esUmated to be 0 004 This 
error increases because of the lower sensitivity of the 
weight function to the parton charge for x = 0 
All the systematic errors were added in quadrature, 
and the total systematic error of the asymmetry was 
estimated to be 0 006 (table 5) 
6. Charge asymmetry of the patton level and 
determination of the effective weak mixing angle 
Our final measured value for the charge asymmetry 
in hadronlc Z ° decays for the entire 1990 and 1991 
OPAL data sample ((v/S)=91 3 GeV) is 
Ah = 0 040 4- 0 004 (stat) + 0 006 (syst) 
+0 002 (B°B-°mlx), 
including the effect of B°B -d mixing If this asymme- 
try is compared with the theoretical prediction by the 
ZFITTER program [2], which includes photonlc or- 
rections of complete O (a), leading O (a 2) and soft 
photon exponentiation, it may be interpreted in terms 
of sin 20w 
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Fig 6 (a) The charge asymmetry corrected for the effect 
of B°B ° mixing as a function of the centre of mass energy 
(closed circles) The open circle is the asymmetry for the 
whole data sample The lines are the standard model pre- 
dictions with sin2 0w = 0 230, 0 232, and 0 234 (b) Com- 
parison with lower energy results [3] 
sln20w = 0 2321 + 0 0017 (star) + 0 0027 (syst) 
+0 0009 (B°Bgmix) 
As stated in the introduction, this is the average 
of the individual effective weak mixing angles for 
the five quark flavours, each weighted by the rela- 
tive content of the appropriate quark, for a value 
of the top quark mass which reproduces the mea- 
sured hadronlc asymmetry Assuming a Hlggs mass 
of mn = 100 GeV, the top quark mass rnt equivalent 
to the effective weak mixing angle result is 
mt = 163_+~°(stat ÷ 67 )_12  (syst)_+2~ (BO~-gmlx) GeV, 
where the uncertainties correspond to those on 
sin 2 0w 
The dependence on the mass of the Hlggs was 
checked by varying the Hlggs mass from 50 GeV to 
1000 GeV, and retunmg the top mass to reproduce 
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the measured asymmetry The effect on the aver- 
age weak mixing angle was found to be neghglbly 
small (< 0 0001 ) It should be noted that the ef- 
fective weak mixing angles for the individual quark 
flavours are well within the quoted errors of the 
average ffecttve weak mixing angle 
In the context of the standard model, this result 
1"-1(-1+78 agrees well with the value of mt = 1 vv_53 GeV [ 1 ], 
obtained from the OPAL measurement of the Z ° line 
shape and lepton pair forward-backward asymmetry 
A comparison of these results with the standard 
model prediction is shown in fig 6 
7. Conclusion 
We have measured the average quark forward- 
backward charge asymmetry using 448 942 hadronic 
Z ° decays collected with the OPAL detector at LEP 
We have used a weight function method and used 
the distributions of the longitudinal momenta for the 
leading charged particles to determine j t charge on 
a statistical basis 
The observed charge asymmetry was obtained as 
0040+0004 (stat) +0006 (syst) +0002(B°B 6 
mix ), for the whole data sample where this result in- 
cludes the correction for B°B 6 mixing In the frame- 
work of the standard model, the observed charge 
asymmetry corresponds to an effective weak mix- 
ing angle of slnEOw = 0 2321 + 0 0017 (stat) + 
0 0027 (syst)-4-0 009 (B°B--°mlx) Assuminga Hlggs 
mass of rnH = 100 GeV, the top mass corresponding 
to this effective weak mixing angle was determined 
to be mt = 163-+75°( star )+- 12767"[syst" ) +2~ (B°B-6mlx_ )  
GeV This agrees well with the value obtained from 
the Z ° line shape and lepton pair forward-backward 
asymmetry 
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